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S
o says best-selling author and world-renowned speaker
Peter Sheahan, Founder and CEO of ChangeLabs, 
who is headlining the 2014 NAA Student Housing 
Conference & Exposition March 3-5 at the ARIA Resort
Las Vegas. But more on that later.

Inducted into the National Speakers Association Hall of Fame, Shea-
han is known internationally for inspiring innovative business think-
ing and creating lasting behavior change to meet the evolving needs of
customers—including today’s student residents. units Magazine sat
down with Sheahan to get a preview of his Opening General Session.

units: What are the “next generation” leadership styles, 
business models and customer experiences that could have an 
impact on the student housing industry?

Sheahan: We are likely seeing them already; the trends that
first come to mind are customization, creation, technology and con-
nectivity. Descartes once said, “I think, therefore I am.” Well, we know
students who live in our student housing apartments don’t spend all
their time thinking, but they certainly do a lot of creating. This new
group of residents has grown up with the ability to create and control
most of their experiences. Add to that their access to technology that
allows them to curate and publish those experiences to the world. I
may be wrong, but I am willing to bet the tendency for these residents
to customize their surroundings—decorating almost—is likely alive
and well.
Consider demographics: This generation is born into smaller family

units, giving them greater influence inside that household. In most
cases, they also likely were raised by more affluent families than in
generations past. I imagine that the push for single-share rooms is
likely growing, too, and will continue to grow.
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“Innovation happens in the cracks.”
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2014 NAA Student Housing 
Conference & Exposition 

keynote speaker Peter Sheahan
offers insight into exploiting 

business trends and 
new market opportunities.
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Technology is most obvious. These consumers have had what
they want, where they want and on whatever device they wanted
for most of their lives. Don’t think this same demand won’t
apply to housing. They will want connectivity. They will want
mobility. They will want to use their smartphones for everything
from paying their rent to getting access to amenities like wash-
ing machines and fitness rooms. And, who knows, perhaps a few
overzealous parents will even want to track their whereabouts.

units: Innovation, as you’ve said, happens in the cracks.
What does that mean?

Sheahan: This is a pretty complex idea. Simply put,
however, opportunity is increasingly found in two areas. The first
is between the functional silos of a business or value chain. Think
of how powerful the Apple iPod, iPad and iTunes combinations
have become. Here you have hardware working in synch with
software. And the result is a better overall experience for the user.
The second is between areas of expertise, where core fields of

research and exploration come together. Perhaps your members
are seeing this in building materials. Think of the progress we
have made with bio-mimicry and things such as strong—and
yet malleable—materials; or heat-resistant glass leveraging,
which is used for home fireplace fronts. These are all being
inspired by things we find in nature.
The key to exploiting these opportunities lies in collaboration.
units: What’s the No. 1 thing student housing manage-

ment companies can do today to flip their thinking?

Sheahan: Any new thinking or idea generation starts by
questioning your underlying beliefs and assumptions about your
business. Is your business model the only viable model? Will stu-
dents respond to a new and differentiated offer, or should you keep
selling them what they have always bought? Are the immovable
industry norms as relevant today as they were when they were first
established? What new formats exist on the fringe that are gaining
momentum and may reach a critical mass faster than you think?
Start with questions like this and watch what happens in the

hypothetical exploration that follows.
units: Let’s shift gears for a moment to hiring. You once

said your job as a recruiter or leader is to adapt your needs to
meet the future generation of workers. For past generations, it
seems as though the opposite was true—prospective employees
would adapt to meet the needs of the employer. Why the change?

Sheahan: This shift is driven by three trends. The first is
supply and demand. Even in these times of high employment, we
constantly hear of business owners and managers who can’t find
good employees. The oversupply of opportunity and the under-
supply of talent shifts power from the employer to the individual.
The second trend is that the nature of the roles and work

available in the U.S. today is more targeted to knowledge work-
ers. As a result, you further exacerbate the supply and demand
issue.
Finally, the newest generation of employees has frankly had it

easier growing up then likely any generation in modern history.
They are used to getting what they want, and their newfound
power has them making those demands of employers, too.

units: How do you attract and retain Millennials, and
bridge the generation gap in the workplace?

Sheahan: I could write a whole book on this question.
Actually, come to think of it—I actually did write a whole book
on this topic.
Here are two big ideas: Approach attracting talent the same

way you approach attracting residents. Stop acting like you are
in the power seat and start “selling” the opportunity. Ask your-
self, “Why would I work for me?” If your answer is not very com-
pelling, get to work on your employment experience. If it is
compelling, get to work on how you package and communicate
this value to potential candidates.

Viva Las Vegas

In addition to Sheahan’s powerful keynote presentation (9 a.m.
to 10:30 a.m., Tuesday, March 4), the 2014 NAA Student
Housing Conference & Exposition will include two additional
general sessions, as well as 14 breakout sessions. The full
line-up will be announced in the coming weeks.

Conference attendees will also have the opportunity to 
network with industry peers, interact with student housing 
residents and visit more than 150 exhibitor booths at the 
NAA Exposition.

Register today at http://shce-naa.naahq.org/attend-student-
housing/register and don’t forget to use the official hashtag
#NAAStudentConf to engage, discuss and follow the exciting
news from this conference. 

But breathe easy—no admissions essay required.



When it comes to managing—and bridging—generation
gaps, it all comes down to quality leadership and management.
Command and control is no longer a sustainable strategy.
Rather, building trust, and therefore influence, is the most effec-
tive approach. You may not feel that you should have to do so,
but it is what it is. Leaders who are willing to adapt their behav-
ior to get the outcome they need succeed not just with this new
generation, but with talent of all ages. Put the outcome ahead of
your personal opinion or expectations for how you should be
treated.

units: In a past interview, you said career decisions are
made on brand truth. Can you explain? How does a company
develop a brand truth?

Sheahan: Increasingly, our lives are defined by what we
wear, where we travel, where we live and certainly where we
work. We seek identity not just from our field but from where we
exercise those skills. In the same way apparel brands have
evolved to be an outward statement of one’s personal identity—
in some cases more powerful even than religion—so has the
place we work.
What does working for you, in this field, say about me? How

does working for you make me a better me? This is the new
social contract for the best and brightest talent. I will come and
work for you and give you my passion and commitment, but in
return you must give me meaning. 
So ask yourself two questions: Above and beyond making money,

why do we exist? And why would someone work for me? And then
get to work to deliver on the promise of both of these answers
through the touch-points of your staff’s daily experience at work.

units: Whether it’s among staff or in dealing with student
housing residents, what prevents potentially great ideas from
being brought to life?

Sheahan: The list is endless, but there are a few key 
reasons.
The first is unconscious bias. Our collective conditioning

blinds us from the opportunity. We literally can’t even see it.
Secondly, we assume everyone in the world thinks and feels

the same things as us. If we wouldn’t embrace this idea, surely
no one else would.
Another roadblock is that we use metrics for measuring the

success of a new idea that are more appropriately applied to
established products and services. We eventually kill off the new
idea because “it is not working” but forget that it is in its infan-
cy. It needs different metrics for defining success.
A fourth problem is overly hierarchical decision-making struc-

tures. When all roads lead to one or two key people, you most
often end up with a lack of good ideas—especially when those
people benefit from maintaining the status quo. There are excep-
tions to this, but not many.
Finally, we smash people inside our business when they make

mistakes and then wonder why no one wants to come forward
with innovative new ideas in the first place. 

Lauren Boston is NAA’s Staff Writer. She can be reached at 
lauren@naahq.org or 703-797-0678.
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